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Air Ministry No, 9537

ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS

The Air Ministry announces the following changes affecting the Royal
Observer Corps:-

Appointment of Group. Commandants

A group covers a district and consists of an operations room, known as

the centre, and a number of observer posts. The centre is the brain, the

posts are the eyes, ears and senses.

Hitherto the officer in charge of the centre, the centre controller,
and the officer in charge of the posts, the observer group officer, have

been of equal status. To improve co-ordination between centres and posts,
a group commandant will be appointed to be responsible in each group for the

working of both posts and centres. The centre controller will henceforward

act as deputy to the group commandant,

* \

The post of observer group officer will no longer be necessary end will

be abolished.

Rank Titles

Members of the corps will in future be given ranks appropriate to their

various appointments. For example, an area commandant (each area comprises

a number of groups) will hold the rank of observer-captain, a group commandant

that of observer-commander; a centre controller that of observer-lieutenant

(Ist class), a duty controller (an officer serving in an operations room under

the centre controller) will be an observer officer. The head observer in

charge of a post will be a chief observer and his deputy a leading observer.

Uniform

Members of the Royal Observer Corps wear uniform somewhat resembling

that of the Royal Air Force, In future, navy blue braid will replace the

black braid to denote the rank of officers. Thus, observer-captains will

wear four rows of braid, observer commanders three rows, and so on.

The wearing of uniform on duty will be compulsory for all ranks. This

rule did not previously apply to officers.


